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“  By working together 
we can create a strong 
community where 
nature thrives and 
everyone enjoys a great 
quality of life.”

Highwood community event

Design, Character & Community

3534

Date work commenced on site: September 2009

Date of first occupation: August 2010

Number of private homes occupied to date: 294

Number of affordable homes occupied to date: 147

Local community group with whom we liaised:  
Fleet Town Council

Berkeley has worked in close partnership with 
Hart District Council, Natural England and 
Fleet Town Council to create this thriving new 
community on the edge of Fleet in Hampshire.

Edenbrook, 
Fleet 

A mix of traditional architecture and generous open 
spaces create a welcoming village atmosphere at 
Edenbrook, with children’s play areas, sports pitches 
and a new leisure centre drawing people together and 
creating new links with the wider area.

Alongside this growing community Berkeley has 
created a new country park, encompassing distinctive 
meadowlands, wetlands and woodland areas, and 
connected by winding footpaths and cycleways. 
Picnic areas, bird hides, an amphitheatre, allotments, 
play spaces, a skate park and BMX track make this 
a popular venue for people of all ages and a hub for 
community life.
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MIXED TENURE HOMES

£14 MILLION
CONTRIBUTION TO SERVICES  

AND INFRASTRUCTURE

COUNTRY  
PARK

LEISURE CENTRE AND  
SPORTS PITCHES

The proposed new architecture will be 
restrained and well mannered, in a limited 
palette of  traditional materials, including 
brick and clay tiles, to ensure the scheme has 
a strong architectural character, in keeping 
with the local area. These design values are 
reinforced in the following ways;

Animation – lively animated facades create 
a sense of  activity along public routes and 
spaces that helps to improve the sense of  
safety, security and community. Key spaces 
such as the Local Area of  Play inside the 
northern site entrance are strongly enclosed 
by the proposed buildings which have 
prominent doorways and entrance positions 
with well-proportioned and evenly distributed 
windows.

Corners – The organic layout tries to maintain 
a clear definition between front and back 
and public and private edges. Gable ends of  
houses that are visible in the public realm 
are animated with additional windows and 
have brick garden walls on such edges to 
ensure the robustness and quality of  the 
public realm.

Key Buildings – The Layout incorporates four 
apartment buildings that are larger than the 
adjacent housing. They act as important 
focal points addressing key spaces, edges 
& retained mature trees whilst forming vista 
stops. Their architecture is designed to be 
robust and traditional in character and their 
scale introduces variety. Techniques such 
as rusticated brickwork in the ground level 
and roof  in room construction on the top 
floors help to achieve this. Balconies help to 
improve connectivity between residents and 
the public realm. The taller houses, which are 
arranged over 3 levels, are generally located 
opposite or close to the apartment buildings 
to act as a transition in scale.
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2 - View from Frimley Lodge Park towards Southern site entrance and Plots 124-130.

Key Plan

1 - View looking South along Sturt Road. Lychgate to left and existing retained oak trees 
around site entrance.


